
Name: _________________________________ 

Spelling Words
List E-15: /k/ and /kw/ Sounds

Spelling Words Review

squid

quieter

quickly

chemical

ache

echo

quadrilateral

unequal

confusion

confident

luckily

magical

quality

squeeze

  squawk

  unique

  occupy

 cosmic

 inquire

 quantity

 poisonous

 humorous

 hazardous

Challenge

 quest

 vacation

Underline the suffix in the following words.

1.  Which letters in the word squawk make the /kw/ sound?          _________________________
           

2.  Which sound do you hear, /k/ or /kw/, in the word occupy?         _________________________

3.  Identify the letters in the word luckily that make the /k/ sound.    _________________________

4.  Identify the sound you hear, /k/ or /kw/, in the word unequal.  

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  having to do with the universe or outer space _________________________ 

6.  to ask about something                                _________________________

7.  a dull pain in the body                                    _________________________

8. the total amount of something              _________________________  

Choose a spelling word that is a synonym for each of the following words. 

9.    rapidly   _________________________    (7 letters)                 

10.  self-assured  _________________________    (9 letters)

11.  uncertainty   _________________________    (9 letters)

12.  squash _________________________    (7 letters) 
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Name: _________________________________           List E-15: /k/ and /kw/ Sounds 

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

magical  squid quality     unique

quadrilateral quieter  echo           chemical

13.  One of the largest sea creatures we know about today is the giant   ______________________.

14.  How many sides does a  ________________________  have? 

15.      In our science class today, we observed a  ________________________  reaction. 

16.      That dress is completely  ________________________ !  I've never seen anything like it!

17. When Marissa entered the cave, she heard the  ________________________  of her own voice.

18. We are expected to use  ________________________  voices in the library than on the 
playground.

19.  The  ________________________  of the fabric was very good, so the seller demanded a

 high price. 

20.  The book was about a  wizard with  ________________________  powers. 

Answer the questions.

21.  If you put the three review words in ABC order, which word   _______________________
would be in the middle?               

22. Identify the review word that is a synonym to “dangerous.”                _______________________

23. Name the review word that is a synonym to “toxic.”                    _______________________

24. Which sound do you hear in the word quest: /k/ or /kw/?                    _______________________
                                   

25. Identify the sound you hear in the word vacation: /k/ or /kw/.            _______________________
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ANSWER KEY

Spelling Words
List E-15: /k/ and /kw/ Sounds

Spelling Words Review

squid

quieter

quickly

chemical

ache

echo

quadrilateral

unequal

confusion

confident

luckily

magical

quality

squeeze

  squawk

  unique

  occupy

 cosmic

 inquire

 quantity

 poisonous

 humorous

 hazardous

Challenge

 quest

 vacation 

Underline the suffix in the following words.

1.  Which letters in the word squawk make the /kw/ sound?          qu
           

2.  Which sound do you hear, /k/ or /kw/, in the word occupy? /k/         

3.  Identify the letters in the word luckily that make the /k/ sound. ck    

4.  Identify the sound you hear, /k/ or /kw/, in the word unequal. /kw/  

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  having to do with the universe or outer space cosmic  

6.  to ask about something inquire                                

7.  a dull pain in the body ache                                   

8. the total amount of something quantity              
  

Choose a spelling word that is a synonym for each of the following words. 

9.    rapidly   quickly     (7 letters)                 

10.  self-assured confident     (9 letters)

11.  uncertainty confusion       (9 letters)

12.  squash squeeze     (7 letters) 
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Name: _________________________________           List E-15: /k/ and /kw/ Sounds 

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

magical  squid quality     unique

quadrilateral quieter  echo           chemical

13.  One of the largest sea creatures we know about today is the giant squid.

14.  How many sides does a quadrilateral have? 

15.      In our science class today, we observed a chemical reaction. 

16.      That dress is completely unique!  I've never seen anything like it!

17. When Marissa entered the cave, she heard the echo of her own voice.

18. We are expected to use quieter voices in the library than on the playground. 

19.  The quality of the fabric was very good, so the seller demanded a high price. 

20.  The book was about a  wizard with magical powers. 

Answer the questions.

21.  f you put the three review words in ABC order, which word    humorous
would be in the middle?

22. Identify the review word that is a synonym to “dangerous.”     hazardous              

23. Name the review word that is a synonym to “toxic.” poisonous            

24. Which sound do you hear in the word quest: /k/ or /kw/? /kw/                        
                                   

25. Identify the sound you hear in the word vacation: /k/ or /kw/. /k/                          
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